This settles a question originally raised in a paper of Knopfmacher in which it was conjectured that the required bound was N(k).
where Nk is a (large) integer depending only on k and not on the group, subgroup, or representation. Knopfmacher asserts "that heuristic considerations (suggested... by J. F. Adams and based on Riemann-Roch theorems) make it conceivable that the least positive integer Nk with the property ... is the number N(k) = (k\)~x II plk/p-x\" prime/;
It is our purpose here to establish a modified form of this conjecture. Namely, define N(k)= n p p prime p\N(k) so that N(k) contains exactly those primes occurring in N(k) but to the first power. Then, we shall demonstrate that N(k) is the least positive integer Nk such that (K) holds for all finite G, H, and ¿.
Our approach is computational, and we must admit that the number N(k) does not arise naturally from the argument. The reader might also find enlightening earlier partial results on the problem in [Tl] and [T2] . (After we completed this work, J. C. Becker brought to our attention the Princeton thesis of F. Roush [1971] in which the modified conjecture was also proved. Roush's methods are substantially independent of ours.)
Before proceeding, we should note that the classes sk(p) seem to contain relatively little information, at least compared to the Chern classes. In §4, we work out a few examples which seem to support our pessimism about the utility of these classes. (See [Chi] and [Ch2] for what we feel are much stronger results about the Chern classes of induced representations. There is some overlap between [Ch2] and this paper.)
2. The case of F / T. We recall a few simple facts about the classes sk(p), k = 0, 1, 2, .... (In what follows, "group" generally means "finite group," but in some cases "compact Lie group" is an allowed meaning. "Representation" means "finite dimensional unitary representation.") A good background source is [H] . Notice that, for our purposes, we may essentially use (b) and (c) to define sk(p). Namely, (B) H*(BUn, Z) = Z[C" . . . , C"] -fl; H*(BT\ Z) = Z[xx, . . . , xn] is a monomorphism onto the subring of symmetric polynomials. (C¡ h-> </>, = the /'th elementary symmetric function.) Since xk + • ■ • + xk is symmetric, it has a unique pre-image, Sk G H2k(BU", Z). Then, because of (b), given p:
The relations between Chern classes c, and the classes sk are given by the so-called Newton formulas. For our purposes, it will be useful to express these as follows. Write pk = xx + ■ ■ ■ + xk. The usual derivation, [W, Chapter II, §3, p. 38] , adapted to a calculation in the ring of formal power In what follows, we shall make free use of the results on wreath products in [N] and [Chi] ; also, we use the terminology and notation of those papers. If S is any subgroup of 5^, we may form the wreath product, S ¡T = S • T", and this is a subgroup of U". Since H*(BT, Z) = Z[x] is Z-free, there is an isomorphism (Nk) H*(B(S S T), Z) s H*(S, H*(BTn, Z)) which we call the Nakaoka isomorphism. (Nk) is a ring isomorphism, and it is natural with respect to changes in the subgroup S (for restriction or transfer).
(See [Chi, §2, for details.) Below, we are interested in the special case n = p is prime, and S = F is cyclic of order p (say generated by the cycle (123 . . .p)). Thus,
where P permutes the variables cyclically. Proof. In essence, this is proved in [Chi, Theorem 4 and Corollary 5] . However, it follows easily from the above remark and identification of the components of the Chern classes on the "edges", H° (P, Z[xx, . . . , xn] ) and H*(P, Z). (See [Chi, §3, p. 185] .)
Note. See also [Ch2, Lemma in Theorem I] where the same lemma plays a role.
We shall now derive the crucial formula.
Proposition I. Write sk = j¿(0-Then, with the notation as above,
Note. For k = 1, 2, ... ,p -2, the above formula yields sk = pk, and for k = p -\,p,
These latter results were obtained by Thomas in [Tl] , also by means of To reduce this further, we must say something about the product structure in H*(P, Z[xx, ..., xp]). Given a G Hr(P, Z), r > 0, and ß G H°(P, M) = Mp, where M is a direct summand of Z[xx, . . . , xp] (as described above), then aß may be identified with an element of Hr(P, M), which is in turn a direct summand of Hr(P, Z[xx, . . . , xp]). In particular, if M m ©Z [F] , then aß = 0, whatever a may be. Thus, the following products are trivial. By an analogous argument, p'ty ¥= 0 since M = Zty = Zasa F-module. We may now calculate further.
Hence,
Write (¡> = 1 + ¡p. Then, the above quotient may be expanded
or Notice, that in the product on the right, any terms involving <px, <p2, . <t>>_, ultimately yield zero when multiplied by pp~x. Hence <> may be replaced by <fj , and we obtain, as required,
Let N(k) = Ilp,k/<p-W/k\ as before, and put 8k = sk -pk.
Theorem II. With the notation as above, in P / T,p8k = 0 in any event; and Sk ^0**p\N(k).
Note. In essence, Theorem II tells us the exact order of the difference s*(ind |) -tr(sk (0) withO < Sj <p,j = 0, 1,2,_ Then
The congruence is modulo p, but after multiplication by pp~x, it may be replaced by equality. Suppose i -10 + txP + t2p2 + ■ ■ ■ + ¡y + ... with 0 < tj < Sj, j = 0, 1, 2, ... . We shall abbreviate these coefficient inequalities by / <Pn. Then, for each i <pn, the term occurs on the right where
Moreover, these are the only terms which occur there. Thus, the expression on the right of (F2) is a sum of nonzero terms of the form (F4) ± AL,i/p/"V°'"lty"' withi<p«.
Looking at the degrees in p and <pp separately, we see that these terms form a linearly independent set. Moreover, the total degree (divided by 2) in (F4) is
There is a representation k -p -I + np -i with n, i > 0 and i <pn.
Thus, we need to show the equivalence of the conditions on the right of (LI) and (L2). ifsd_x -td-ed_x > 0,
Note, in any event, -p < sd_x -td -ed_x < p -1, so that 0 < ej) + sd_ j -td -ed_, < p.
Thus, we have determined thep-adic expansion of k. We shall show (II) Akj>*0**8k*0**p\N(k). To see this, note first that 8k G H*(B(P / T), Z). Also, if p G H2(P, Z/pZ) is the reduction modp of p, then the homomorphism pH*(B(P / F), Z) -» pH*(B(Pf T), Z/pZ) is a monomorphism. (For, we may use the Nakaoka isomorphisms and note that H2r(P, Z) -» H2r(P, Z/pZ), r > 0, is an isomorphism. Since Hr(P, Z[xx, ... ,x$ at ®Hr(P, Z) for r > 0 by the F-module argument of §2, the connection is clear.) Moreover, for coefficients in Z/pZ, the Nakaoka argument works also for PfP, and we have a commutative diagram H*(P S P, Z/pZ) «-7/*(F(F / F), Z/pZ) We shall use these facts later.
On the basis of (II), we can conclude that the required bound is no smaller than N(k). For each prime p dividing N (k), there is a group P í P and induced representation p^such that sk(pp) is of order p. (However, one can construct a single group Gk, and an induced representation pk for which sk(pk) is of order N (k) so that all primes are dealt with simultaneously by the same group. To do so requires an extended discussion which is not essential for our basic argument.)
We now show that N (k) is a universal bound for all groups.
Theorem III. Fix an integer k > 0, and let N(k) be the product of all distinct primes p which divide N(k) = Ç[pp^k^p~X)X)/k\. Then for every finite group G, subgroup H, and finite dimensional unitary representation £ of H,
Moreover, N(k) is the least natural number with this property.
Proof. We have just dealt with the second assertion. For the first assertion, we proceed as follows.
First, we reduce to the case of p-groups. To do so, consider general G > H and £. For each prime p, let Q be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. (as above, ci(0(h') = £(g-xh'g,)).
Since restriction from G to Q is a monomorphism on the p-primary component, to prove the theorem, it suffices to prove (for k > 0)
for every prime p dividing the order of G. Using the two double coset rules (and the properties (a) and (b) of sk), we can reduce the expression in brackets
where we abbreviate £ = resw_Wne(c,(|)). If we establish the theorem for p-groups, then N (k) works for each term of the sum and hence for the sum.
We now suppose that G is a p-group. Because of transitivity, we may further assume that 7/ is a (necessarily normal) subgroup of index p. For, let G > Gx > H, and suppose the theorem has been established for index < (G: //). Then,
(We have abbreviated £, = ind^^Ê.) However, both terms in this expression have been inductively assumed to be zero. We can now suppose that 7/ is a normal subgroup of G of index p. If so, there is a factorization of the induced representation, p = ind//_G|, 4> id f I G^+PJH^ PSU^Up» P where n = deg £. ($ is defined in [N, §2, pp. 54-55] ; see also [Chi, p. 189] and [Ch2] .) Hence, we must analyze the class sk(i) G H2k(B(Pf U"), Z). To this end, recall the Nakaoka isomorphism ( §2) H*(B(P S U"), Z) » H*(P, H*(BU", Z)p).
Let Sk be the universal class in H2k(BU", Z), and write The appropriate group to use is S = P" where the y'th factor F of the product permutes they'th column {x"|i = 1, 2, . . . ,p) of the matrix of indeterminates. F* is imbedded diagonally in P". For this choice, P"fpnT^(PfpT)" The theorem now follows from the lemma.
4. Some examples. We show in several examples that the classes sk(p) contain less information, in some sense, than the Chern classes.
(a) The regular representation. Let G be a finite group and pG its regular representation. Then, p = ind{I}_Gl, and since Tr(jÄ(l)) = Tr(0) -0 for k > 0, we conclude from Theorem III (El) AT(*K(pG) = 0, *>0.
In particular if G is ap-group, thenpsk(pG) = 0 for k > 0.
One knows, on the other hand, from an argument of Venkov [Q, §2, Theorem 2.1], that H*(G, Z) is a finite module over the subring Z[ci(pc)> c2(pG), . . . , cg(pG)] generated by the Chern classes. It follows that the exponent of Hr(G, Z), for r sufficiently large, cannot be larger than the largest order of any of the Chern classes. Hence, the Chern classes of the regular representation generally have large orders while the orders of the classes sk(pG) are small.
Note. To emphasize this point more concretely, we give the answers for a cyclic group G of order pm (without proofs), x denotes a generator of H2(G, Z). 
